CORRIGENDUM

The following amendments are made to MOD letter No.PC-1(2)/97/D(Pen-C), dated 16th May, 2001 regarding rationalization of pension structure for pre 1.1.1996 Armed Forces pensioners.

Implementation of Government decision on the recommendation of 5th Central Pay Commission:

After para 8, the following para be added as para 8.1

Para 8.1

In the case of pre-1986 pensioners in receipt of War Injury Pension in terms of Govt. of India, Ministry of Defence letter No.20/84/7/Pen-C/71, dated 24.2.1972, the war injury element will be calculated at the rates indicated at para 11.2 of this Ministry's letter No.1(2)/97/D(Pen-C/P-3), dated 31.1.2001 for 100% disability. Where the disability due to war injury is less than 100% but not less than 20%, the rate of war injury element will be proportionately reduced. These rates will be applicable in invalidation as well as retention cases. However, in no case the aggregate of service element and war injury element should exceed the reckonable emoluments calculated on the minimum pay in the revised scale of pay introduced w.e.f. 1.1.1996 of the rank, rank and group (in case of PBOR), held by the individual.

2. This issues with the concurrence of Ministry of Defence (Finance) vide their U.O. No.2304/Fin/Pen., dated 29.05.2008.

Yours faithfully,

(A.K. EKKA)

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE GOVT. OF INDIA

To

The Chief of Army Staff
The Chief of Naval Staff
The Chief of Air Staff